
STATEMENT OF CONSIDERATIONS

REQUEST BY CATERPILLAR, INC. FOR AN ADVANCE WAIVER OF PATENT
RIGHTS TO INVENTIONS MADE UNDER COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT DE-FC26-
04NT42082; W(A) 04-047; CH-1217

As set out in the attached waiver petition and in subsequent discussions with DOE
Patent Counsel, Caterpillar, Inc. (Caterpillar) has requested an advance waiver of domestic and
foreign patent rights for all subject inventions made under the above subject cooperative
agreement. The waiver will apply to inventions made by Caterpillar employees and its
subcontractors' employees, regardless of tier, except inventions made by subcontractors eligible
to retain title to inventions pursuant to P.L. 96-517, as amended, and National Laboratories.

Referring to item 2 of Caterpillar's petition, the purpose of this agreement is to validate
the energy savings and reduced costs from the improved performance that a combined Global
Positioning System (GPS) and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) could offer for information
based displays on earthmoving machines and for automated earthmoving machines in the
future.

The work under this agreement is expected to take place over a period of 24 months at a
total cost of $1,274,503. Caterpillar will be obligated to cost share $637,247, or about 50% of
the total cost of the project. DOE is providing the remaining cost share of about 50% or
$637,247.

In view of the cost sharing and other equities between Caterpillar and its subcontractors,
it is anticipated that the parties will develop an appropriate allocation of patent rights among the
participants to facilitate the expeditious development of the technology forming the subject
matter of the agreement. Accordingly, DOE will waive title to all subject inventions made by
Caterpillar employees and its subcontractors' employees, regardless of tier, except inventions
made by subcontractors eligible to retain title pursuant to P.L. 96-517, as amended, or National
Laboratories, to Caterpillar or its subcontractors, as mutually agreed by the parties. Except as
otherwise approved in writing by DOE Patent Counsel, a party's acceptance of a subcontract
under this agreement, at any tier, shall constitute Caterpillar's certification that it has provided
that party with a copy of this Statement of Considerations and that party's notice to DOE that it
accepts the terms and conditions of this advance waiver. Additionally, subcontractors who
receive title under this waiver shall notify DOE Patent Counsel in writing of such disposition of
patent rights.

Referring to items 5-8 in Caterpillar's waiver petition, Caterpillar states it has been
involved in navigation research and development since GPS receivers were first commercially
available. Beginning with development of an autonomous mining truck in 1989, Caterpillar has
considerable experience in testing positioning systems that are integrated into computer-aided
earthworking systems for large machines at mine sites. Caterpillar has developed a
communications system integrating a fleet manager in the mine office and a remote manager at
a work site. Caterpillar is the world's largest manufacturer of earthmoving, materials handling,
construction and mining equipment and is a world leader in the design, development, production
and marketing of medium and heavy duty diesel engines, gas engines, and industrial gas
turbine engines. It has recently launched a technology transfer and licensing program, including
patent and know-how licenses, with the goal of maximizing the commercial utilization of
technologies developed by Caterpillar. This, coupled with Caterpillar's cost sharing, clearly
demonstrates the likelihood that Caterpillar will continue development and commercialization of
the results of this agreement.

Referring to item 9 of the waiver petition, granting this waiver is not anticipated to have

any adverse impact on competition as there are a variety of competing technologies in the
domestic earthworking and mining equipment market.





(t) U.S. COMPETITIVENESS

The Contractor agrees that any products embodying any waived invention or produced
through the use of any waived invention will be manufactured substantially in the United
States unless the Contractor can show to the satisfaction of the DOE that it is not
commercially feasible to do so. In the event the DOE agrees to foreign manufacture,
there will be a requirement that the Government's support of the technology be
recognized in some appropriate manner, e.g., recoupment of the Government's
investment, etc. The Contractor agrees that it will not license, assign or otherwise
transfer any waived invention to any entity unless that entity agrees to these same
requirements. Should the Contractor or other such entity receiving rights in the invention
undergo a change in ownership amounting to a controlling interest, then the waiver,
assignment, license, or other transfer of rights in the waived invention is suspended until
approved in writing by the DOE.




